ABSTRACT. This paper explores the effectiveness of the Finite Element Method (FEM) to model wave propagation in a two dimensional (2D) structure. In particular, the capabilities of the FEM to model permanently attached piezoelectric transmitters and receivers are illustrated. The validity of the FEM results is examined by comparing times and amplitudes of direct S 0 and A 0 arrivals to those obtained from experimental measurements on a plate. Recommendations are made as how to best use FEM simulations to expediently represent real sensors.
INTRODUCTION
Guided waves, such as Lamb waves, show sensitivity to a variety of damage types and have the ability to travel relatively long distances within the structure under investigation. For this reason, guided ultrasonic waves are particularly suitable for structural health monitoring (SHM) applications, where the objective is to identify possible anomalies or damages such as cracks, delaminations and corrosion in structures.
Many dynamics-based SHM techniques have been developed over the years and valuable reviews of the state-of-the-art can be found in [1] [2] [3] . The existing techniques vary on the basis of the type of dynamic response signals used for the analysis and the features or parameters considered as damage indicators. Accelerometers, ultrasonic transducers, piezoelectric sensors, and non-contact laser sensors have been employed to record the structure's response over ranges of frequencies that should be optimized to provide optimal sensitivity to damage. Among the dynamics based techniques proposed, guided wave methods provide a good compromise in terms of sensitivity to defects and extent of the area that can be monitored in a timely fashion [3] [4] [5] . For this reason, significant efforts are being devoted to the development and improvement of defect characterization procedures that support guided waves measurements. For example, advanced signal processing techniques are being employed to highlight signal features which are sensitive to the presence of damage, and which can be used for its classification and for the estimation of its extent [4] .
Analytical and numerical models that incorporate changes in the structural dynamic characteristic parameters due to simulated damage are very useful tools for the development of algorithms for damage localization and sizing. Literature offers several models for Lamb waves' propagation in simple or complex structures. Spectral finite element method [6, 7] , boundary element method [8, 9] , finite element method [10, 11] , semi-analytical finite element method [12, 13] or higher-order plate theory [14] are successfully used to demonstrate wave propagation phenomena and validate experimental measurements.
The present paper uses a finite element model to study guided wave propagation in 2D structures. The paper is organized as follows. The brief introduction presented in this section is followed by a description of experimental and finite element approaches. The comparison of the results obtained through the two methods is presented to discuss the influence of various modeling parameters. The paper concludes with summary and future recommendations.
MEASUREMENTS
In the experiments, described in detail in [15] , four transducers are mounted on an aluminum (Young's modulus E = 70 GPa and density ȡ = 2750 kg/m 3 ) plate measuring 610 mm × 610 mm × 0.8 mm. According to the schematic of Figure 1 A conventional ultrasonic pulser receiver was used for spike mode transducer excitation and waveform amplification, and a multiplexer was used to switch between the four transducers on both transmit and receive, resulting in six unique transmit-receive pairs. Waveforms were digitized with a sampling rate of 125 MHz using a Tektronix TDS5034 digital oscilloscope, and each recorded waveform was the average of 50 signals. The center (and dominant) frequency of the received signals is about 0.2 MHz, and this point on the dispersion curve is shown with a dotted line. In this low frequency range only the first symmetric (S 0 ) and first antisymmetric (A 0 ) Lamb modes are present. At 0.2MHz, the group velocity for the A 0 mode is approximately 2.14 mm/ȝs, while that of the S 0 mode is 5.35 mm/ȝs. Referring to the square pattern of the transducers, the four waveforms from the edge transducer pairs are used for comparison with the FE results. The signals shown in Figure 2 (a) correspond to pairs (T 1 -T 2 ), (T 1 -T 4 ), (T 2 -T 3 ) and (T 3 -T 4 ). The averaged signal for the four pairs is presented in Figure 2 (b), which also shows the arrival times calculated from the dispersion curves. The arrival times for the S 0 and A 0 modes are and ȝs, respectively. In addition, the arrival time corresponding to the first boundary reflection of the S 0 mode is calculated by identifying the point P on the boundary located at a minimum distance between T 1 and T 2 . Two points, one on the left boundary (
) and one on the top boundary ( ) are considered ( Figure 1 (a)), and it is found that P(278,610) minimizes this distance. The minimum distance (T 1 ĺP + PĺT 2 ) is calculated as 473 mm and the arrival time of the first S 0 wave reflected from the boundary is calculated as ȝs. Note that this time is similar for all four edge pairs because of the symmetry of the transducer pattern and the plate. These arrival times are useful for interpreting the measured signals of Figure 2 .
FEM ANALYSIS
A detailed FE model of the plate is developed using the commercial software ABAQUS. The first step of the FEM modeling of wave propagation, which is also the objective of the current work, is finding a useful way to describe sources and receivers. To accomplish this goal, the current work considers a 2D FEM model in order to describe a beam with two identical sensors -one acting as transmitter and the other as receiver. This is a simplified model that does not properly take into account the reflections from the plate boundaries, and the comparison with experimental data should take into account only the very first direct waves. As presented in Figure 3 , a clamped-clamped configuration is assumed, and the beam has length L = 658 mm and thickness h = 0.8 mm. The length is calculated as the length of a segment passing thorough transducers T 1 and T 2 and intersecting the plate boundary. The beam has same material properties as the plate described in the previous section. The transmitter T 1 is modeled as a product between a time excitation and a combination of in-plane and out-of-plane loads distributed over the length d of the transmitter,
where x denotes the in-plane coordinate
, t is the time variable, and i and j are in-plane and out-of-plane unit vectors. The element size, ǻl, is based on the minimum wavelength of elastic waves propagating in the beam, and ǻl 0.05C l /f*, where C l is the longitudinal wave speed. Based on these rules, the time step and spatial discretization in this example are selected as ǻt = 0.1 ȝs and ǻl = 0.1 mm, respectively, which corresponds to eight 4-node plane-strain linear elements through the beam thickness and a total of approximately 53,000 elements throughout the entire beam. 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND FEM RESULTS
In order to compare experimental and FE data, a procedure is developed to average the FE response over the receiving transducer. The spatial distribution of the applied load, given by Eq. (1), is assumed to be a product between constants c x and c y and weight functions w x (x) and w y (x),
where the in-plane coordinate is (Fig. 3) . Then, the total displacement under the receiver T 2 is the vector sum of the resulting inplane displacement U x (x,t) and out-of-plane displacement U y (x,t),
where the in-plane coordinate is (Fig. 3 ). An ad hoc representation for receiver T 2 is to compute an averaged displacement by applying the same in-plane and out-of-plane spatial weight functions as transmitter T 1 , expressing received signals as,
Here the unknown scale factor Į is set to unity. Eight cases for the weight functions shown in Figure 4 (a) are considered; they are summarized in Table 1 . For all of the in-plane loads, the functions w x are chosen such that the load is zero at the middle point of the transducer, x = x 1 + d/2, and varies in a linear, quadratic, or 4 th degree polynomial fashion (with a sign change at the origin). The 4 th degree polynomial approaches the case of two impulses applied at the boundaries of the transducer. The out-of-plane loads have the maximum value of one at the middle point of the transducer, and they are zero at the boundaries of the transducer, x = x 1 and
For all the cases considered, the averaged displacement is computed based on Eq. (4) with c x = c y = 1 and plotted in Figure 6 . In order to compare experimental and FE results, the displacements are normalized with respect to their maximum amplitudes. Figure 6 that the direct arrival times of the fast S 0 mode and the slower A 0 mode for the FEM data are in reasonable agreement with calculated times. The calculated times of the S 0 and A 0 direct arrivals and the S 0 boundary reflection (for the 2D FEM model) are , and , respectively; these times are shown as vertical lines in Figure 6 . Experimental data has a more complicated A 0 arrival due to interference with reflections from the boundaries. Also, it has to be noted that in all cases the experimental data shows a secondary echo that is not present in any of the FEM data. This is most likely due to a secondary excitation function created by the transmitter. (Figure 6(a) ). This is consistent with the results shown in Figure 5 , which demonstrate that S 0 is mostly an in-plane mode. To improve the FEM results, an in-plane component of the load is added. When a combination of the in-plane quadratic distributed load and the out-of-plane concentrated load is used (case 5 of Figure 6(c) ), the S 0 component is still much smaller than the A 0 component, and the FEM result is not comparable with the experimental data. A fairly good comparison for the S 0 mode is obtained when the in-plane load is a linear distributed load (cases 3 and 4 of Figure 6(b) ). Among all the cases considered, the combination of a 4 th degree polynomial for the in-plane load and a uniform out-of-plane load is considered to be the best match to experimental data for both S 0 and A 0 modes (case 8 of Figure 6 A general method to model the transmitter and receiver using spatially distributed weighting functions is presented that allows the weighting functions to be adjusted to best match measurements. Reasonable agreement to experimental data is obtained with a distributed combination of in-plane and out-of-plane forces. Future improvements should employ a three dimensional finite element model and quantitative comparisons between modeled and measured S 0 and A 0 arrivals.
